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Who is scooping up
the billions in grants?
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By Kathy Richardson, Executive Director and Chaos Controller, Our Community

A staggering amount of money is given out in grants in
Australia every year.
Tens of billions are dispensed by local councils, state and federal
government departments and agencies, and by family, community
and corporate foundations. Each funder is looking for a different
result, but all have expectations about outcomes – grants aren't
gifts; they come with strings attached.
But good outcomes are not guaranteed, and countless auditors’
reports have shown that many millions of dollars worth of grants
have been wasted on projects that did not work, or whose lessons
were not heeded.
That's not acceptable. As we point out in our Grantmaking Manifesto,
every grant dollar should produce the maximum possible benefit.
Since 2006, in our ongoing Grants in Australia survey, the AIGM has
sought to find out how this mass movement of funds can be better
managed.
The 2017 report, revamped by data scientist Joost van der Linden
for our Innovation Lab, is now the most-read report of the series.
This year's report compiles the views of more than 1200 of those
involved in applying for or receiving a grant in the past year for a
not-for-profit organisation.
You'll find our top ten findings in our special "survey says" edition,
as well as expert analysis, and some great insight and passion
from grantseekers - in their own words.
Full report, top takeaways: www.ourcommunity.com.au/grants2017
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The Grants in Australia 2017 research study is the most-read issue since the study's inception.

ô Exclusive research
Grants in Australia study
reveals latest trends
Large organisations are winning small grants
as well as big ones, pressure is building on local
government grants budgets, and a huge amount
of effort is being wasted on grant applications
that are started and never finished.
They're just three of the top findings from the
latest Grants in Australia report.
The study forms part of a decade-long research
project by Our Community's Innovation Lab and
charts the field of grantmaking from the not-forprofit sector's perspective.
Analysis of this year's results, as well as
comparison with previous years' results, has
produced a wealth of lessons for grantmakers
and grantseekers, who can download a tailored
action list to translate our insights into the real
world.
Not-for-profits can also compare their
grantseeking habits against those of their
peers via a benchmarking tool available online.
"We try to make sure the research we do is not
just interesting, but useful," said Our Community
executive director and "chaos controller" Kathy
Richardson.

Our Community's Kathy Richardson says the report
aims to help improve the impact of grants.
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Local government is growing as a primary source of grants funding. Source: Grants in Australia 2017

The size of the grants industry is astonishing. At
last count, government grants alone to registered
charities in Australia were worth $55.7 billion, up
more than $13.7 billion on the year before.
And those 2015 figures from the Australian Charities
and Not-for-profits Commission (ACNC) don’t
include billions more given in government grants
to not-for-profits that aren’t charities, or the funds
distributed by corporate, philanthropic and private
funds.
“Grants are distributed every day by local
councils, state and federal government agencies,
philanthropic trusts, family foundations, community
foundations and corporate foundations – a mass
movement of money mainly to social causes,” Ms
Richardson said.

valuable outcomes). Every grant should be based
on a coherent and plausible rationale. Every
grant should be awarded on the basis of clear,
transparent and publicly accessible criteria. Every
grant should be an improvement on the last grant.

Grants in Australia 2017 builds on a string of
surveys conducted by Our Community since 2006.
This year's data analysis was overseen by Our
Community data scientist Joost van der Linden,
with subject matter expertise contributed by Our
Community's Funding Centre, Australian Institute of
Grants Management and SmartyGrants staff.

All grantmakers expect results for their funds, but as
Our Community’s executive director points out, “good
outcomes are not guaranteed”.
“We want to play a part in ensuring that every
precious grant dollar is used to produce the
maximum benefit for Australian society. This study
forms an important part of that aim."
Grantmakers themselves will agree that common
problems with grants include poor program design,
inadequate technical and administrative systems,
and too much outside interference in the selection
process.
The Grants in Australia study is in step with the
AIGM’s Grantmaking Manifesto, which urges that
every grant should be both efficient (conducted at
the minimum cost and in the minimum time) and
effective (producing socially and/or economically

Data scientist Joost van der Linden has revamped
the way we’ve looked at the survey data
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Grants in Australia 2017: The findings
1. Big organisations: small grants
Large not-for-profit organisations (those with annual revenue of more than $1 million) are not just
winning large grants, they’re scooping up many of the small grants (less than $5000) on offer as
well.

2. Pressure building for local government
State and territory governments are the most relied-upon sources of grants for not-for-profit
organisations, but their importance is declining over time, while local government is becoming
increasingly important, particularly for small not-for-profit organisations.

3. Corporates continue to lag
Corporate grantmaking in Australia was building as an important source of funds for not-forprofits between 2007 and 2010 but fell away after that and has not yet recovered to 2010 levels.

4. Grantseekers report increasing success
Not-for-profit organisations are reporting either stable or increasing success in getting grants
(though we're not sure whether that's because there are more grants available or because the
organisations we survey are getting better at getting grants). Sport and recreation groups and arts
and culture organisations apply for fewer grants than organisations from other segments of the
not-for-profit sector.

5. There's work to do in reducing non-completion rates
Ideally, anyone who made a decision to apply for a grant would proceed to submission, but a huge
amount of time is being wasted on applications that are started then abandoned. More than half
of the people we surveyed said they’d started an application that they didn’t end up submitting.

6. Moving to more strategic grantmaking
Multi-year grants and grants for core costs are getting harder to get, despite ongoing campaigns
to encourage more of this type of funding, while a third of grantseekers report difficulties in forming
a meaningful relationship with a grantmaker.

7. Funders, if you only do one thing this year …
The headline area for grantmaker improvement is in the provision of feedback to unsuccessful
applicants. We've taken the pulse on this issue for more than a decade and grantseekers still
highlight this as a key pain point.

8. Grantmakers like outcomes reporting. Paying for it, not so much
Grantmakers’ enthusiasm for outcomes measurement is not matched by their willingness to fund
it. Grantseekers are increasingly asked for evidence of outcomes, but are overwhelmingly being
forced to fund their own outcomes measurement activities.

9. There's a way to go in the shift to online forms
Grantseekers’ preferences for application forms switched from offline electronic forms (fillable PDFs
and Word documents) to online electronic forms around 2013 but the shift is not yet complete, with
a good chunk of grantmakers continuing to use offline electronic forms to collect applications.

10. Habits of successful grantseekers
Successful grantseekers are more likely than unsuccessful grantseekers to form a relationship with
grantmakers. Successful grantseekers are also less likely to abandon any of their applications.
The full report, as well as the benchmarking tool and actions lists for grantmakers and grantseekers,
is available for download at www.ourcommunity.com.au/grants2017.
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Our experts say you should urge your grantseekers to get cracking with their applications. Picture: William Warby/Flickr

Z Expert reaction
Lessons for applicants, funders
in national study
LEADING grants experts have welcomed the
fresh appraisal of Australia’s grantmaking
landscape as a chance for to improve.
We asked AIGM director Fiona Dempster and
Community Broadcasting Foundation grants
administrator Jon King for their early impressions
of the Grants in Australia 2017 research study.

Feedback: What are you scared of?
Both homed in on the study’s feedback findings:
just 38% of respondents thought funders gave
them “useful, relevant feedback” on unsuccessful
applications.
While the figure has improved markedly since our
first survey in 2006, when it was less than 25%,
Ms Dempster says the issue raises a series of
questions.

“When I open a grant
round I’m twiddling
my thumbs waiting
for applicants to ask
for my help.”

“What is it about the process of giving feedback
that makes grantmakers shy away from it? Is it
because they think it isn’t valuable? Do they think
that confidentiality makes it hard to give accurate
feedback? Do they not enough have time? Do
they just not want to talk to people they have
had to say ‘no' to? Does it really come to down to
being scared?
“Once again, the Grants in Australia survey finds
that more grantseekers think grantmakers are
doing a bad job of this.”
She said any good system works best “when
there is a virtuous circle, starting with preapplication briefings and information sessions,
and concluding with feedback.”
And she said an effective system would spread
the benefits.
“Grantmakers don’t want to keep getting
applications they can’t assess. They don’t want
to get poor applications for great projects. Surely
they want great applications and great projects?”
Mr King had this suggestion to help both parties
improve applications: “The best time to get
feedback is before grantseekers submit the grant
application, not after you've found out it was not
successful. It's too late to fix it then.”
He said grantseekers should be urged to act
earlier.
“When I open a grant round I'm twiddling my
thumbs waiting for applicants to ask for my help,”
he said.
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Meeting the deadline? Not so simple
One of our most shocking findings was the
massive amount of time being wasted on
abandoned applications: 54% of applicants had
pulled out of an application.
Mr King was shocked to learn that 38% of the
grantseekers who pulled the plug did so simply
because they had failed to meet grant deadlines.
"What a waste of time. This is time you could
have used for your cause, or to cold call potential
sponsors," he said.
Of the others who abandoned applications, 43%
realised they shouldn’t have applied in the first
place, because they were ineligible (16%) or
found the program “wasn’t right for us” (27%).
Read more here
“Who has that much time to waste?” asked Ms
Dempster.
“It’s hard enough to find the time to do a grant
application, let alone find out halfway through
that you can’t get it done in time or that you
aren’t eligible.”
She suggested factors may include grantseekers
being late to discover grant programs, leaving it
too late to apply, or finding forms too long and
complex.
Our figures back up the last complaint, with 10% of
respondents saying just that.
Ms Dempster said grantmakers should allow
applicants to view full application documents
before they start to help reduce that problem.
Grantmakers can also help by encouraging
grantseekers “to be across the different places
and forums in which grant programs are
advertised and promoted”.
Funders should ensure grantseekers are aware
of what will be needed for sign-off, such as bank
account details, and reminding grantseekers to
ensure those with access are readily available
during the crucial application period.
And more should be done to address the
significant number of grantseekers who found a
“program wasn’t right for them” or were ineligible.
Clear eligibility criteria and guidelines and
targeted information sessions can head off
problems at the pre-application stage, Ms
Dempster said.
Mr King agreed, stressing that the more
grantseekers were ahead of the game, the more
successful they would be.

AIGM director Fiona Dempster says there is plenty
grantmakers can do to smooth the application process.

“Set yourself a goal of submitting every grant
application two weeks in advance of the deadline,
then if something extraordinary comes up (or you
just forget) you've given yourself a buffer to get it
done.”

Which data and for what?
Another big issue raised by the study was the
amount of information demanded in applications
and reporting.
As one respondent said: “Grants seem to be a
black hole that information disappears into and
never comes back.”
With the survey finding a third of grantseekers
thought funders were asking for too much
information, and a similar number confused
about why they being asked, grantmakers should
match their assessment processes with the value
of the grants on offer.
“A best-practice grant program’s application and
reporting process should fit the size of the project
and the risk profile of the project,” Ms Dempster
said.
“Grantmakers should never require massive
reporting and accounting processes for small or
low-risk grants.”
But where there was good reason to collect
information, it must be properly communicated,
she said.
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So who’s paying to see if grants are
working?
Significantly, most grantmakers expect grant
recipients will pay for outcomes measurement.
The study found more than 70% of groups were
paying for reporting and evaluations from their
own reserves, with only 12% winning funding for
the purpose.
Mr King believed grantseekers should already be
measuring their own organisation’s outcomes, but
funding should be available to “do this better”.
The Community Broadcasting Foundation
believes organisations demanding outcomesbased reporting should pay for it.
“If a grantmaker wants to move towards
outcomes-based reporting, they need to be
funding core operational costs,” Mr King argued.
This is partly because one-off project grants
– the majority of grants issued – were more
expensive to measure. The extra cost comes
from the need to “isolate” the change caused by
a particular project from change caused by the
rest of an organisation’s work.
The foundation’s executive director, Jo Curtin,
previously explained many other reasons for
funding core costs in the June edition of Grants
Management Intelligence. Read more
“It's easy for grantmakers to impose outcomes
reporting on grantees, but we shouldn't do so
just to ‘tick a box’ to say we’re doing outcomes
reporting,” Mr King said.
“Because of the power imbalance, grantmakers
should be clear that they are open to negotiation
on these, and grantseekers need assurance
that they can do this without threat of funding
removal or reduction.”

The Community Broadcasting Foundation’s Jon King
was shocked at the numbers failing to meet deadlines.

Relationships and purpose
And finally, talking of doing things better, one
finding that made a lot of sense to Mr King was
the higher success rates for grantseekers who
made a connection with their grantmakers.
“Grantmakers are human too. If you can make
me care about you over the phone, I'm going
to be more inclined to care about you when
decision makers are discussing whether to fund
your proposal or not.”

MORE RESOURCES
Feedback: Army’s victory | help sheet | top tips
Abandoned applications: Survey shock | 'Get
them over the line', June GMI
Outcomes reporting: Should you fund core costs?

Advert
Find your place in
the social sector:
visit www.goodjobs.com.au
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Y Local government reaction
Is grants pressure growing on
councils' coffers?
WHILE more organisations report relying on local government for grants, as some point to
other sources drying up, that doesn’t mean local councils are increasing their budgets.
One of the key findings of the Grants in Australia 2017 research study was the increasing reliance on
local government as the primary source of grants funding.

Smaller groups are far more likely to rely on local government funding. Picture: Grants in Australia 2017.

The Australian Local Government Association
said it was “very interested” in the finding, but
said further investigation was needed to better
understand the result.
In particular, more research was needed to gain
a better understanding of the value of council
grants as a proportion of all Australian grants.

While that information is not currently
aggregated, the Australian Charities and Not-forprofits Commission (ACNC) says government
grants to registered charities alone was $55.7
billion in 2015.
The ALGA believed local government grants
programs would only comprise a small fraction of
overall grants.
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The City of Gold Coast grants totalled $716,000 for each of the past two years. Picture: Petra Bensted/Flickr

But its early assessment was that the greater
reliance of arts and culture, environment, and
sport and recreation groups on local government
could be a result of:
• the “accessibility” of local governments to local
grantseekers;
• the size of grants applications; and
• the responsiveness to the needs of the local
community of those groups.
Growing reliance on local government cash may
indicate that money from other sources is drying
up. The finding may also reflect the fact that a
high proportion (45%) of survey respondents
had less than $250,000 in annual revenue – and
are more likely than larger groups to turn to local
government for funding.
Some councils are understood to have begun to
react to a spike in demand, with federal funding
cuts to arts budget, for example, already building
as a pressure point.
Federal budget papers show spending on arts
and cultural heritage will drop 2.6% in real terms
in the coming year, and by 12% in the three
following years, amid “efficiencies and artsrelated savings measures” from two previous
budgets.
As a result, some expect to see more small
organisations – more affected by federal cuts –
to apply for the limited pool of local government
funds in the near future.
But despite more groups saying they’re knocking
on council doors for their main funding, many
councils, such as the City of Gold Coast, haven’t
noticed any spike in numbers.
Its annual community grants program had
remained “relatively stable” for the past four
years, with allocations of $716,000 annually for the
past two years, a council spokesperson said.

Application numbers had also remained steady
at about 140 per year, with no discernible shift
in the grants mix. Nevertheless, the council had
already begun acting on recommendations from
our report.
The City of Gold Coast this month cross-checked
its grants processes against the AIGM’s action
list, “Ten things grantmakers must do now”, drawn
from the survey. And it is already doing the
following:
• Reviewing the grants program application
annually in a “continual improvement process”
to reduce the number of ineligible applications;
• Providing for some operational costs, while
retaining a policy that organisations should not
rely on council grants for recurrent funding for
those costs;
• Allowing for multi-year funding agreements;
• Using the online SmartyGrants system for
applications, and ensuring those forms use
efficient functions such as “save for later”,
instant acknowledgment, copying from other
documents, and a time-out warning; and,
• Providing feedback to all applicants.
In April this year, the council also updated its
community grants policy, aimed at better guiding
the administration of events, local promotions
and one-off donations help.
It had also simplified policies by putting detail
about each program at the end of the document,
and made amendments to slash the size of
the community grants policy, and improve its
clarity, simplicity, readability, and “organisational
alignment”.

MORE RESOURCES
Survey takeaways: Grantmaker action list
Grants development: Evaluate your program
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Support from Philanthropic funds such as Perpetual is a crucial part of the funding mix for the Cathy Freeman
Foundation. The not-for-profit organisation works with remote Indigenous communities with a focus on
education targeting students from before prep to Year 12. Picture: Cathy Freeman Foundation

6 Philanthropy response
Does private cash reveal the
future of grants?
A significant finding of the Grants in
Australia 2017 study was the failure of
corporate grants and philanthropic money
to recover to levels seen before the 2008–
2009 global financial crash.
Philanthropic funds halved as a primary source of
grants in 2009, and have remained static since,
apart from a spike in 2012.
Even so, philanthropic funds have been a more
important source than corporate funding in most
years of our survey, and as the edgier end of the
grants spectrum, they may give us a glimpse of
the future.
Philanthropic grantmaker Caitriona Fay, of
Perpetual, has begun to see a reversal of the
post-GFC funding slump.
But the former AIGM Grantmaker of the Year
(2012) also predicts new money will come with
a shake-up of funding structures, as wealthy
donors, the corporate sector and a new breed of
tech-savvy givers re-enter the fray.

And this could be a positive sign for NFPs.

“We’re seeing more people come back to
philanthropy now. We did see a drop in the
number of private ancillary funds established
during those post-GFC years, but we’re starting to
see that increase again,” Ms Fay said.

“We’d expect to see not just more funds coming
into the community sector but also more
philanthropists with different interests and
approaches to their giving. All that bodes well for
a healthier funding eco-system,” Ms Fay said.

Perpetual’s Caitriona Fay
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Philanthropy now more democratic
Significantly, there has been a shift in how that
money is returning.
While wealthy donors had begun to return
to private funds, others were “drifting” into
community foundations and public funds via
“sub-accounts” with reduced governance and
compliance requirements.
She compared the use of sub-accounts instead
of private funds as analogous to the difference
between an off-the-shelf account and higher
maintenance self-managed super fund.
In addition, the increased take-up of
crowdfunding-style donations and giving circles
— using new apps and technologies — was
“democratising” funds.
“More and more people are coming together to
make decisions for the benefit of the community
rather than the ‘single lens’ high-wealth individual
making a decision on their own.”
“Some of it is traditional philanthropy, but some
is individual artists being supported, for example,
rather than through institutions.”

Late Australian author Miles Franklin left a lasting legacy
with her endowment for the literary prize that bears her
name. Picture: State Library of NSW

The risks of not paying for evaluation

Philanthropic funds for small groups,
the longer term

In a similar vein, grantmakers who aren’t paying
for evaluation are putting themselves and their
key stakeholders at risk, she warned.

Asked about Perpetual’s policies on funding
smaller groups, in response to the survey finding
that larger NFPs are scooping the pool of large
and small grants, Ms Fay said the focus at
Perpetual was foremost on investing in “quality”
organisations.

Grantmakers have proven keen to demand
outcomes measurement, but reluctant to pay for
it, and Ms Fay believed that had to change.

Those groups were the ones that could
demonstrate they were “well led, well governed
and with good strategies” whatever their size.

“If we genuinely think measuring impact has value
both for the grantmaker and the grantseeking
organisations, then we must have an openness to
funding that requirement.

She stressed the NFP sector needed an
“ecosystem” of small, medium and large groups
to thrive.

“And today it’s more important than ever before.
Because measurement of impact is not just
understanding the effectiveness of the program
or the organisation, it’s also about collecting,
measuring and analysing digital data.

On that basis, philanthropists should be ready
to invest in capacity building, organisational
infrastructure, or salaries.

“If we’re going to ask nonprofits to collect and
store digital data, then we’d want to be very sure
they have the capacity to do those things.

Ms Fay acknowledged those costs were
traditionally considered “unpalatable” by many
grantmakers, as shown by the scarcity of core
funding highlighted by the survey.

“If we’re not willing to resource groups to do that
we’re putting data about incredibly vulnerable
populations at risk in a digital world.

“If you genuinely believe that those things
are important, you need to listen to those
organisations when they say, ‘This is what we
need to get stuff done’.”
Philanthropists were well-placed to shift away
from “programmatic funding” for smaller
organisations and toward “building the capacity
of those organisations to work at the coalface.”

“Whether grantmakers are in government,
corporate or philanthropy it’s virtually an
ethical responsibility for us to contribute to the
resourcing of that capability.”

High risk, high return: grants
Philanthropists embraced their continued
reputation as the “risk capital of the social sector,
funding with an appetite to fail” Ms Fay said.
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Refugees wait to cross the Serbo-Croatian border in 2015. Perpetual says philanthropic groups can step in to
fund activities that governments might choose to avoid. Picture: iStock

It’s a high-risk and hopefully high-return
approach to grants, not beholden to political and
government cycles.
Ms Fay said this means philanthropy plays
important roles in funding for the NFP sector,
including funding things the government of the
day won’t touch, such as refugee advocacy and
LGBQTI support.
Philanthropy also enables those wanting to “shift
the needle around” in difficult areas such as
suicide and mental health to step in.
And philanthropic money can seed-fund riskier
projects or plan giving over decades, and these
projects later can win the support of government
or corporate funds.

Philanthropy key to grants mix
Ms Fay said well-managed NFPs would continue
to seek out philanthropy as a crucial pillar of a
diverse funding mix, to avoid an over-reliance on
too few funding sources.
“Some non-profits are going to be at a time and
a place of their own journey where philanthropy is
the most important source for them to push their
strategy forward.
“There will be other times in which their alignment
with government or corporate strategies will be
really great.”

“Massive wealth transfer” tipped

Philanthropic grants would continue to provide
“pivotal capital” for the not-for-profit sector and
Australia’s “culture of philanthropy” was at the
heart of giving in this nation, Ms Fay said.

Groups of all sizes should consider asking their
biggest supporters about their intentions for
their estates, Ms Fay said, and Australia was on
the cusp of the “largest intergenerational wealth
transfer in human history”.

And while philanthropy accounted for only a
fraction of Australia’s multi-billion-dollar grants
sector, it would continue to be influential and
sustainable.

“All NFPs, especially those with committed donor
bases, should ask those supporters about what
their ultimate legacy will be.”

“Many of the trusts we manage on behalf of
clients exist in perpetuity. That means with the
right investment philosophy and management,
the pool of funds available to the community
should be growing over the longer term.
"That ultimately is why endowing a philanthropic
fund is attractive. You’re not caught in the year
to year cycles of how much you have to give,
and that means greater consistency for the
community sector.”

She noted that from small beginnings, big things
could grow.
“One of Australia’s greatest philanthropists, Miles
Franklin, created a fund with the equivalent of
$17,000 and she’s made an enormous difference
to Australia’s cultural life, with a very modest gift
by modern standards.”

MORE RESOURCES
Explore: Perpetual’s Impact Philanthropy program
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Are the same groups returning to the honey pot every year? It doesn’t have to be that way. Picture: Disney

4 Funding targets
Small grantseekers missing out
The Grants in Australia 2017 research study found large organisations are winning not
just the big grants, but many of the smaller ones too. The study found that about 70% of
organisations with revenue of more than $1 million had received a smallest grant of less
than $5000. Grants consultant Kate Caldecott outlines another way.
Does it feel as though you’re always funding
the same people? It’s not your imagination.
Every round, the same crowd of not-for-profit
organisations apply for funding, and usually the
same ones usually get it.

Alter your application process

Running your grant rounds the same way each
time means you’re likely to get similar results each
time. So before you open your next round, think
again about the impact you want to have.

• Offering a pre-application workshop to explain
your goals and provide help with the grants
process
• Accepting application materials in nontraditional formats, such as audio recordings
and videos (VicRoads recently used this
method for its innovation grants scheme)
• Conducting a site visit, especially for shortlisted
projects, so staff can explain the project and
answer questions
• Giving priority to smaller organisations by
asking questions that act as filters: you might
ask about staffing levels, volunteer numbers,
revenue, and previous funding granted by your
organisation. A points system can give credit
for new applicants, smaller organisations and
larger volunteer bases.

Large, well-established not-for-profits tend to
have the resources and experience that help to
win grants. That’s not necessarily a bad thing,
assuming these same organisations also have the
capacity to execute the projects you want to fund.
On the other hand, smaller organisations may be
more deeply embedded in the community. This
means that if you want to increase your impact,
cultivating the involvement of those smaller notfor-profits may be an important strategy.
Here are some points to help you to spread your
funding across groups of all sizes.

Smaller organisations are less likely to have
professional grant writer on board, so look for ways
to even the playing field. This could include:
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• Announce your rounds in grassroots publications,
such as association and community newsletters,
to increase your pool of smaller applicants
• Encourage smaller groups to get to know you
better: the study showed that grantseekers who
pursue relationships are more successful.

Target small organisations
If you want to move beyond setting new priorities for
small groups, consider a grant round with eligibility
criteria that specify an annual budget below a
predetermined amount.
This will encourage smaller organisations that might
otherwise be unlikely to compete for funds against
larger not-for-profits. Even organisations that don’t
succeed will gain experience from applying and
understanding your process. Remember, though,
given the restrictions you’re imposing, and therefore
the increased risk of applications you won’t want to
fund, it’s best to use this model when you have the
option of rolling unspent funds forward.
Another option is to encourage smaller groups to
partner with a larger organisation, ideally one you
already have a relationship with. Collaboration
could be a requirement of the grant, or you could
encourage auspice arrangements between large
and small groups. Carefully consider the budget,
considering whether the larger organisation will want
funds to cover administrative costs. Take care to
avoid a situation where a large not-for-profit wins
the grant and “outsources” the work to a smaller
organisation that will do it for less.

Incubate small organisations
Design your grants to help small organisations
to increase their capacity. A multi-year funding
model allows you to start small and increase the
funding annually, as the organisation’s management
capacity and service delivery improves.
The advantage of a capacity-building grant is that
your funds not only help the organisation for the life
of the grant, but increase its ability to attract and
manage future grants from you and others.

Grants consultant Kate Caldecott has some practical
advice about targeting smaller groups.

Start new organisations
It’s possible that a lack of applications from small
organisations simply reflects a lack of small
organisations working in the area you want to fund.
If that’s the case, and you want to have an influence
at the coalface, consider grants that incubate new
not-for-profits, or attract organisations to your
geographic area.
Understand that you’re signing up for a
collaboration. Such grants should be very
carefully planned and usually require a long-term
commitment.

MORE RESOURCES
Conference hot-spot: Make grants more accessible
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Word cloud source: Grants in Australia 2017

: Grantseekers' views
If there's one thing I'd say to the
grantmaking community ...
One of the most valuable things about the Grants in Australia 2017 research study has
been hearing the comments from more than 1200 grantseekers across the country.
From the mates helping mates in far-flung bush communities, and from the well-staffed not-forprofits in our thriving capital cities, similar themes have emerged.
And while it’s one thing to crunch the numbers, the most powerful messages come directly from those
on the ground. We received a huge response to our open-ended statement: “If there was one thing
you’d say to the grantmaking community ...”
Grantseekers were swift to offer constructive suggestions about tackling limited resources,
bureaucratic barriers, timelines, evaluations and expectations. Their views were often infused with calls
for grantmakers to be more flexible and to adopt new methods of working.
Here are some of our favourite comments from the 850-plus replies. A gentle warning that some
readers might find some of the comments confronting, so we thought we’d start with the “thank yous”,
and a reminder about why grantmakers do this difficult job.

Grantmaking
would be such
a difficult job
to do, and
thank you all
for doing it.

It is a real boost of encouragement
to have one's program considered
worthy of a grant.
Continue to be the
shining light that cuts
through the darkness
of the funding world.

Simple
guidelines,
simple forms,
simple outcomes.
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Use English on the forms,
not long silly words.
If we did our work
for money, then
most of us would be
somewhere else.

Don't underestimate
how much trouble
and time it takes
to complete an
application.

You are making a difference
"Thank you for giving us the opportunity to
access funds we don't normally have: To
access the funds to give our children a better
education, a better learning environment and
a safe world to learn and grow. Regardless of
the paperwork, the processes, the guidelines,
the online forms and the fine print, we are
grateful that we live in a country that gives
us the opportunity to access these funds
and build a better community for our people.
Having the skills to read, write and manage a
grant application is a privilege and one way
I can give back, so again thank you for the
opportunity."

"Thank you so much for making funding
available to us. As a 100% volunteer-based
community organisation, we could not do
what we are doing without your support. You
make it all possible."

"Thanks for making available opportunities for
us to enhance our resources and generate
community excitement, when our services
are viewed by others as worthy of external
investment."

"Continue to be the shining light that cuts
through the darkness of the funding world."

"Thank you for your support. With the extra
funding we have been able to expand and
deliver our services to the wider community
catering for those in need."

We find it hard
to respond to
an increasingly
common question
from funders: "How
will this project be
sustained after the
funding ends?"

"I recently started in this position and have
learnt a huge amount from grant providers
and thank them for their patience and
openness to knowledge sharing."

"Thank you for helping charities and not-forprofit organisations. Community grantmakers
help the small guys survive, and help to make
a difference."

"You are just awesome in the way that you
support organisations like ourselves to
combine our resources to deliver muchneeded work within our community. It is a
comfort to us knowing there are organisations
willing to entrust us with their money, and to
disperse these funds among those people at
most need, and often marginalised, within our
community. Thanks!"

"Many thanks for your contributions, whether
these are funding or employee time. It is
not easy providing funding to community
(groups) who have many demands. And it
takes knowledge and people to work through
the distribution of funding to ensure funds are
maximised for the greater good."

"It is a real boost of encouragement to have
one's program considered worthy of a grant."

"Without your support our small community
would not have a place to connect and
support each other, both young and old, and
through the good and the bad times." :-)
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Take the time
to speak to
grantseekers
... learn from
others on the
other side.

Transparency
is the key to the
success of funding
programs.

"Grantmaking would be such a difficult job to
do, and thank you all for doing it. We could not
do without you."

"If you are setting amounts of $5000 or less,
don't make the acquittal process longer than
the application process."

Let’s not waste time

"Make the application and reporting
requirements proportional to the funding; e.g.
a 20-page application for $1000 funding is
not effective use of resources for anyone. No
one wants to waste resources that could be
focused on making an impact."

"Simple guidelines, simple forms, simple
outcomes. At the end of the day, one
organisation has money to give, the other has
a need for money. The middle bit takes up
too much time for both sides of that valuable
coin."

"Keep the questions relevant and easy to
understand and allow us a reasonable word
limit when responding. So much time is
wasted trying to reduce answers to meet the
word limit guidelines."

"Grants and tenders are very time consuming
to prepare. Please be really clear about your
criteria and priorities, so we don't waste our
time or yours."

"Give plenty of lead time between opening
and closing of grants, as too many times
there is only a short time for applying. Smaller
organisations do not have employed staff for
grant applications."

Don't make it more effort than it's
worth to apply for your grants
"Please don't ask us to put more hours work
into applying for, acquitting and evaluating
the outcomes of a grant than the actual value
of the grant. Please ensure the amount of
information you ask for is proportionate to the
size of the grant you are offering."

"We understand that some applications
are made by people with little capacity
to manage funding, and as a result all
applications need to prove otherwise. We
understand for many of you, that you want
to know where your money is being spent
– and I also agree this is important. But if a
grant is for under $10,000, the requirements
for applications and acquittals should be
scaled down. On a particular grant (we) had
to provide GPS points for all known rubbish in
dense bushland – with photos. This additional
cost, and the time and effort, is not worth the
cost. "

"It would be good to have a two-stage
process (of application) with the first being
simpler, so time isn't wasted gathering
information that won’t be used if we’re
unsuccessful."

"There is a lot of repetitive data entry which
could be eliminated if certain standing items
were retained by a central grantee data
bank. This might be something AIGM could
manage, and could contain grantee basic
details (name address, purpose, mission/
vision etc.; that is: static data used by all
grantmakers). Applicants could fill in a
database registration number which provides
that data automatically."
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"In most cases, grants do not include any
allowance for the community organisation. We
have to fund most if not all the administration,
because when we cost that part into our grant
applications, those are the ones we don’t get.
So we work long hours on multiple projects,
because we love our communities. If we did
our work for money, then most of us would be
somewhere else."

Make the application appropriate
for the organisations you’re
helping
"Our small volunteer run group is dependent
on grant funding and is grateful for the
wonderful help we have received. We do,
however, find the whole application process
very time consuming, with each grant body
having different application styles, asking
different questions, and some of them
requiring answers not readily suited to our
particular needs."

"There is a great variation in the amount of
work required for different applications, and
this seems to bear no relationship to the value
of the grant requested. Similarly there is a
wide variation in requirements for acquitting
a grant, with some grantors requiring a report
which tells a story about the project and its
achievements, while others need all sorts of
data which is not necessarily relevant or easy
to compile."

"Please keep the grant applications
achievable for small organisations with
inexperienced applicants."

"Recognise that smaller organisations may
be less agile at getting information quickly
because several people may be involved in
the grant application and they may also have
significant logistical difficulties when deciding
and submitting an online application."

"Make life easier for smaller organisations,
which are not funded to employ people whose
sole job it is to write grant applications."

"Keep the grant application and acquittal
processes simple and easy to follow.
Finding time and volunteers in not-for-profit
organisations are always issues."

Please
provide
brutal
honest
feedback!

Localised
issues
need
localised
solutions.

How do you measure
a one-hour
intervention when
somebody presents
at your service in
severe crisis ...
and leaves with a
smile on their face?
Applications: Use clear language
"Use English on the forms, not long silly words."

"Please, standardise your questions and
word counts. This would save us a lot of time
“wordsmithing” answers to the same questions
for different grantmakers."

"Clear concise language with definitions in a
glossary on the forms would be handy."

"In the main, grantmakers ask for a reasonable
level of information for acquittal and reporting.
There are a limited number of grantmakers
that continue to adopt an onerous and overly
complex grants system, which results in a
cumbersome project management system."

If you want a better result, provide
us with more support
"I appreciate it when I have the opportunity
to develop a relationship (by phone) with a
single staff member of the grantmaker."

"There is a need to enhance the networking/
communication opportunities between those
working in the grants sector."
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"Encourage collaboration and partnerships
between similar applicant groups and even
broker these. This will reduce duplication and
improve consistency of information across
regions."

"Whilst I appreciate it takes a lot of work to
collate all available grants, it is not feasible
to make not-for-profit groups have to ...
spend copious amounts of time doing their
own research. Find a way to make it easy for
everyone to access a single “point-of-truth”
database."

"Have stats available for regions, towns etc
instead of us having to use old census data
each application. Central database?"

"Remain open to funding smaller community
organisations, taking into account they do not
have a tender team to write submissions, only
the tired manager!"

"Please be aware that some groups use local
volunteers to fill out their applications. We
are always competing against organisations
where the grant writer is a professional,
and is not just a volunteer with limited time
resources."

Collaboration: Talk to us, let’s
share our knowledge
"Transparency is the key to the success
of funding programs. From initial launch
to final acquittal, being open, honest and
approachable will guarantee the success
of the program and the projects it aims to
resource."

"The funds allocated to deliver governmentfunded projects are public funds, and the
outcomes of such funding should be made
public in every case. Data generated through
programs should be made public to enable
services to benchmark themselves against
other similar programs."

"We are divided and competitive to our
detriment. We should be working together, not
fighting over scraps of grants."

It’s hard to argue with Einstein’s purported exhortation
about insanity, even if he may not have actually said it.

"Greater transparency and accountability
required by grantmakers, whilst it can be
initially daunting for some applicants, can
only be better for the sector and the public's
confidence. We like speaking to grantmakers
upfront and discussing what they're looking to
achieve, and what we are looking to achieve
in terms of outcomes. It saves valuable time
when the grantmaker can make the time to
discuss potential applications to eliminate
misunderstandings on both sides."

"It would be helpful to have more say about
the priorities for funding and the reporting
on grants received. Communities should
have more ownership and control of the
programs that are funded, rather than the
funding body. It needs to be collaborative so
all the stakeholders are having their needs
addressed."

"Keep growing the collaborative approaches
to improve measuring outcomes. The more
reports that are available on funding rounds
and best-practice examples we share, the
better! We can all learn from each other to
aim higher and achieve more!"

"Take the time to speak to grantseekers ...
learn from others on the other side."
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Support more
small, grassroots
organisations.
Communities have a
band of volunteers,
goodwill and in-kind
support that will enable
a project to blossom,
given they can receive
funding that gets them
off the ground.

We really appreciate you
granting money to us to
achieve goals. Small steps
can, and do, create journeys
out of despair and into hope.

"Create more face-to-face networking
sessions (both capital city and regional)
for grantee and grantmaking organisations.
Interesting partnerships and collaborations
between cross-sector recipients will be
created."

Feedback: Help us measure what
went right
"Our compliance costs for acquitting federal
grants are one fifth to one quarter of the total.
You need to either reduce compliance or,
preferably, increase grant levels."

"When did caring about and supporting
vulnerable and needy people in our
community become a business? When
did measuring “outcomes” become more
important than creating them?"

"Every program grant should include funds
for evaluation. The data, information, and
knowledge (research and evidence)
should be made publicly available. Say no
to “commercial-in-confidence” clauses in
publicly funded projects."

"Be aware that measurement and reporting/
evaluation methods may need to be flexible
when working with small-scale operations to
avoid creating more of a workload problem
than the grant itself solves."

"Feedback should come from the recipients
and not be a top-down decision."

"Please provide feedback on acquittals, so
that we know you read them and we know
if you are satisfied or not satisfied with the
project outcomes. This would really help us
to improve future projects, improve how we
communicate about projects, and feel more
motivated about completing acquittals as well
as possible."

"Whilst all grant providers obviously want
to ensure their funds are spent in the best
possible way, it can be extremely difficult to
measure outcomes in many areas. How do
you measure a one-hour intervention when
somebody presents at your service in severe
crisis and with suicidal ideation, and leaves
with a smile on their face and a commitment
to engage with a service?"

And tell us where we went wrong
"Einstein defines insanity as going to work
and doing the same thing and expecting a
different result ... That'd make me as nutty
as squirrel poo ... because I don't know what
I need to change. I have done a course
through you guys, and some other courses,
and they confirmed to me that I was doing the
right things – but my success rate dictates
otherwise ... So brutal honest feedback would
be awesome (apologies for the venting."

"Please provide brutal honest feedback! If the
application is s*** please say so! If it didn’t fit
the criteria but the application was okay, say
so! The excuse is always, “We have too many,
and are unable to provide feedback.” Yes, they
probably do receive numerous applications,
but those of us who have missed out would
like to know why and what we can improve
on."
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"If unsuccessful in an application, we are most
often just told via email. However, recently
we were unsuccessful with an Australia Post
Community Grant, but they gave us some free
training and $500 worth of stamps. This was
a great consolation prize and recognition of
the time and effort we put into the application.
Perhaps other grantmakers could follow this
example?"

"Constructive feedback would be appreciated
when applications are unsuccessful, rather
than the usual '... the amount requested
by far exceeded the amount available for
distribution and we therefore regret that many
quality applications could not be supported ..."

"Don't underestimate how much trouble and
time it takes to complete an application.
Please give honest and, if possible, detailed
feedback."

"Providing honest feedback will reduce the
amount of people who apply in future years
while providing valuable feedback for charities
which means we won't waste our time on
applications we won't be successful in – it’s a
win for both grantmakers and us!"

Don’t discount the alternatives
"Sometimes it feels like we sit in a room and
write pages of information that someone
might skim over – open your mind to new
forms of delivery. Allow us to submit a video
and let us show you what we are really about
– who we are, what we do and how we do
it! Where your money is really going – this
would create additional opportunities for more
people to be involved in the grantmaking
process."

"I believe it would be useful for grantmakers
to form more enduring relationships with
organisations that would benefit both parties,
especially when there are tax benefits and
corporate/social responsibility targets
to meet. I also would like to see funders
excited about contributing to innovation and
creativity, as usual sources of funding, such as
government, are highly unlikely to fund untried
methods, creative pursuits and out-of-thebox thinking."

It would be good to have
a two-stage process (of
application) with the first
being simpler, so time
isn't wasted gathering
information that won’t be
used if we’re unsuccessful.

"Remember us in rural and remote
communities."

"I am keen to close the gap between rhetoric
about collaborative, outcomes-based funding
and the reality, which seems to be a case of
“it's a good idea, unless I have to change my
behaviour”. I think there is a great opportunity
for funders and non-profits to work together
to coalesce around issues and it would be
great to start that journey today."

"There needs to be some flexibility in the type
of projects funded. I am a volunteer who does
many submissions for very small voluntary
organisations who don't have the resources to
do grantseeking. They have some great ideas
for projects which do not necessarily fit neatly
into current categories."

"Talk more with your applicants. Do not make
such tight and specific eligibility requirements
(e.g. if someone meets four out of five
requirements, actually look at their application,
as opposed to saying "you do not meet
requirement five" and rejecting it)."

"Grassroots sport is sorely in need of more
grant opportunities where we do not compete
with the rest of the community. You all make
it too hard to apply. You use business jargon
on the forms and for those who are not
professionals it does not make sense what
you are asking us to write about."
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Understand that some of the
outcomes are not seen in facts
and numbers. They are seen
in the face of a child who gets
to participate in class with
shoes, and not feeling excluded
because they have no uniform.

"Support more small, grassroots organisations.
Communities have a band of volunteers,
goodwill and in-kind support that will enable
a project to blossom, given they can receive
funding that gets them off the ground.

"Take into consideration the value of smaller
local organisations who know their region,
culture, power base, beneficiaries, local
networks, etc, and not clump all funding into
the big statewide/national NFPs. Not only
do we know our constituency, these grant
funds have a dual role. They support the local
economy, employ local people, support local
businesses, and clients speak to the service
face-to-face. Regional Australia needs to
keep services local, not waste time and fuel in
providing drive-in drive-out short services with
long wait lists."

"We may not be able to show impacts on
large numbers, but grants can have a huge
impact on our very small populations."

"Please consider schools in your grantmaking.
There are so many wonderful ideas out there,
but not the funding to resource them."

"Gifting makes a difference to communities,
large and small – and even a little bit of
support can make the world of difference to a
project. Aim to give a little less to a few more
proposals and take a second view of rejected
applications ... some might be real gems and
fit with other funders. Pass them along."

"Don't assume that the postcode of the
organisation defines the economic status of
the organisation and its members."

We are divided
and competitive to
our detriment. We
should be working
together, not
fighting over
scraps of grants.

"Localised issues need localised solutions. It
would be good if grants could be less specific
in their nature to allow communities to create
and implement solutions to their individual
and unique issues without struggling to fit
into the parameters of the grantmaker’s
requirements."

"I realise that tax deductions are important
for the sustainability of grantmakers, but DGR
status isn't everything!"

Let’s make funding sustainable
"It is the trend to fund projects that become
self sustaining. It is also important, however,
not to disregard projects that require
sustained funding year upon year, as they are
often meeting people's most basic needs and
operating on the front line."

"Operational costs are necessary for good
services and should focus on the impact of
the proposal/project, not the individual budget
line items."

"I would love to discuss how we can work
together to achieve long-term, impactful
results. The nature of our work means that
the people we service will never have the
resources to “pay” for our programs; we need
funding partners to help bridge the divide
between cost and ability to pay, and we will
always need this."

"Please allow funding for core work, so that
organisations don't get sidetracked doing
projects that they can get funding for."
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Feedback should
come from the
recipients and not be
a top-down decision.
"We find it hard to respond to an increasingly
common question from funders: "How will this
project be sustained after the funding ends?"
If costs are ongoing, and the community
cannot pay, it may be impossible to sustain
the project without funding. We think that
large, up-front grants for major impact
projects would help to shift reliance from
unreliable, one-off grants to keep them going.
This could be linked to ongoing reporting
processes, and sound financial management,
rather than relying on the quality of a grant
application. We are trialing this approach with
our programs this year, but would love to talk
to more grantmakers about how to make it
the norm."

"Many small not-for-profits lack base funding
to keep their doors open, and require an
administration/project management/
reporting component in the funding provided
to cover the cost of these additional activities.
Without this funding component, our group,
and others like it, often disregard an otherwise
good fit with a grantmaker, due to being
unable to cover the costs of reporting and
management."

"I would prefer to see longer-term relationship
grants, rather than lots of little one-offs.
Grants where “previous ideas cannot apply”
often preclude the continuation of great
projects."

"Many grants are only available for “new”
initiatives. This, we believe, is a significant
waste of grant funding dollars, as there are
many initiatives that are worthy, achieving
success (but) are ineligible for many
grants. This is particularly frustrating for the
NFP community who put a lot of work into
responding to the needs of communities,
only to reach a critical point generally 10–12
months in, where money dries up and the
particular programs are ineligible for many
grants."

Don't assume that
the postcode of the
organisation defines
the economic status of
the organisation and its
members.

"Things that are proven to work should
continue to be funded. Grantmakers always
want something shiny and new and shortterm. In human services, long-term services
are needed to address complex and deep
problems."

And one more thing ...
"I love grant writing, as it is an opportunity to
fund items of larger value. The grant writing
process gets you and your group out into the
community contributing to inclusion into the
local community and a feeling of value."

"Understand that some of the outcomes are
not seen in facts and numbers. They are seen
in the face of a child who gets to participate
in class with shoes, and not feeling excluded
because they have no uniform."

"We really appreciate you granting money to
us to achieve goals. Small steps can, and do,
create journeys out of despair and into hope.
We want you to be happy and proud of what
you have achieved by giving us funding. We
want to meet your goals and outcomes. We
want you to have photos, and come and visit.
Sometimes though, we want the process to
take it easier on us. We are, after all, those at
the coal face."

Full report,
top takeaways
click here
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